
IN THE ILLINOIS STATE SUPREME COURT
Supreme court building   200 E. Capital Springfield IL 62701

To the IL IRS;    Box 19006   Springfield IL 62794-9006 

JAMES F. OSTERBUR
2191 county road 2500 E.

St. Joseph IL 61873
a clear and deliberate citizen of   WE, THE PEOPLE.  Equal rights= responsibility.

No threats/ democracy and life must come first.
www.trialforlife.info   Www.justtalking3.info   www.trialoflife.info  

Versus

state of ILLINOIS

dated 5/ 6/ 13

140 F.  Supp.  925.
576   F.  2d   165

426    U.S.   833,   851.
392   U.S.  409, 437-44         197   U.S.   207, 215.

347   U.S.   497, 499
265   S.W.   2d   462,   464. 

A WRIT OF MANDAMUS
9   F.   Supp    422, 423.

1 F   2d 1001, 1002;   498   P 2d 9, 14;    57 A.L.R.  3d 1058, 1065
203  S.E.  739, 740     95 N.W.   2d   657,   664;    162   N.E.  99, 100.

    
326 U.S.  310, 316   THE RIGHT TO REDRESS as assigned by true democracy.

We the people are, participants in this trial.  Establishing the supremacy of democracy.
The fundamental principle called WE THE PEOPLE.

THE DEMAND, called self-defense   23   So   2d   19, 20.  AS IS, consistent with a legal tax
revolt   215 F.  2d 415, 418.  In this situation where confronted with extreme threat: not

from “democracy”/ but from those employees who have used, abused, threatened, and
bankrupted us all   108   S.W.   2d   489, 493.   Those entities of university; that choose to risk

extermination of all life from this planet.   126 P.  2d 406, 408.    THIS government aiding
and abetting the same   24   A.  2d   85, 87.

the demand for trial in the IL supreme court    140   F.  Supp.  928
ui89  the inherent powers of WE THE PEOPLE     437   N.E.   2d   164, 168.
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112   U.S.    76

Jurisdiction is presented as constitutional law, both state and nation;    DEMANDING
protection from threats that DO  endanger and affect:   this entire populace   147   P.  2d

759, 761.   that cannot be ignored, and must have injunctive relief   236   S.W.   111, 112.  
Witness to that threat is documented, and filed:   within these words.   146   A   2d 924, 926.  
We the people are sovereign under democracy, and we declare under eminent domain: the right

to demand this courtroom is ours/ and you are the employee.  15 A 2d 647, 650;   AS IS
CONSISTENT WITH REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES.  Under both 1st amendment federal
law, and 5th amendment IL law.  Thereby establishing the right to INFORM AND DECIDE for

ourselves.

the demand is: the court MUST answer the law, as is presented here, and obey its oath, by
defending this people, protecting this state and this world: with clear and certain knowledge/

anything less is tyranny.  They must investigate each and every  threat cited;   and establish
the risk   45 C.J.S.  753.   assigned to each threat/ by reliance on fact/ not “experts OR

theories”.  That assessment SHALL encompass the consequences of being wrong! And need
not be further assigned as to any other potential:  ONLY THE THREAT OF DAMAGE,

INJURY, OR EXTINCTION.   These threats DO,  violate the people’s trust, and threaten
their world, their children,  their democracy, and  their future.   Failure is equally

nonfeasance   191 N.E.  2d   588, 591    402   So 2d   1197, 1200;   and will be construed as
anarchy/ or open rebellion against this people, and their laws.

  correspondence to:   Linebarger, Goggan Blair & Sampson   box 06140   Chicago IL
60606-0140

RE: harassment 2/   the intent to refuse me constitutional law.  
437   F.  Supp   201, 220.     123   N.W.   504, 508.  

Argument begins in consent:   the right to be duly informed as to the consequences, rights, and
penalties for being wrong.  WHERE EXTREME THREATS EXIST:    

348   U.S.  436, 444-45.     323   P 2d 301, 309
that is a question, that the court can investigate, answer, and establish before the people

themselves.    
The critical question in this lawsuit is whether or not, you can enforce your religious

beliefs upon me, and the citizens of this state.    71   P.  2d,   220.  253-254.  Whether or not you
owe me and the citizens of this state: the constitutional demands and guarantees of the state and
nation.   142   U.S.  128, 130.  “WE did the work/ WE demand what we agreed to, in
return!” Whether or not you owe me and the citizens of this state: a respectful employment that
is dedicated to protecting our lives, defending our state, nation, future, and world.    271   U.S. 
228,   Whether or not you can discard our money, and destroy our securities by bankrupting this
state: thereby enslaving all, but yourselves and your religion “university knows”.    112   F.  2d  
886.   Whether or not, it is legal for you to so prejudice our government against the needs of we
the people; by such things as the observation box atop University of IL football stadium built a
few years ago for $126 million dollars;    124   N.Y.S.  2d   634,   636.    so your “religious
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priests” could pretend to be emperors for 6 afternoons a year, at our expense. 429   S.W.   2d  
381, 382    The question is not, “greatly concerned with science”/ ONLY the truth regarding
costs and consequences/ the extermination of life, the reality of biological weapons of potential
mass destruction being released/ and so on:   based upon the religious belief, “university knows”. 
 268  So.  2d 290, 292. [Reasonable care CANNOT be construed when an experiment, which if
theory fails/ CANNOT be undone, we all die.  UNLESS WE KNOW, what happens if this goes
wrong, and make our own decision accordingly:   there can be NO RELIANCE on “experts or
theories”.  There can be NO BELIEF among our employees, that justifies risking our planet,
its nature, our future, or life on earth in any form] When clearly:  formed by theories and
experiments that can go wrong, and destroy all life on earth/ they absolutely do not.   43   S.W.  
508,   509.  Our state,  nation,  and our world is being ravished/ mutilated/ crucified/ gambled
with/  used and abused in every conceivable way.    That is nothing less than organized crime
overtaking our government   571   F.   2d   880.

This level of threat and disrespect for every citizen in this state and this nation:
DEMANDS,    WE ARE EACH ONE INVOLVED IN THE OUTCOME OF THIS CASE.

 IL constitution section 2;     This Section shall not be construed as
limiting the authority of any branch of government to
establish and enforce ethical standards for that branch.
(Source: Illinois Constitution.) 

 The question extends:  Whether or not the constitution rules the courtroom and this
government, both state and nation.    137    So   479, 482.   Because the US constitution promises
and guarantees certain rights which the state can in no way and under no circumstance diminish
or deny.     516   F.  Supp.  399,   404.  Due process of law is a suitable process, or an
appropriate procedure that is not destroyed by rules of the court/ or the abuse which is denial of
law itself by the court.   The state can merely add their own guarantees to further the purposes
and intent of the US constitution.     216    P   446, 449.    “Our state/ our nation:   we are the
owners here”.    147    P 2d   759,   761.   Whether or not the constitution is a contract between
our employees and ourselves as the true owners of this democracy:   whereby we enforce that
ownership with oaths, and their penalties.  Establishing the same through redress of grievances
as the law allows and states.   71   P   301.

Of these critical questions:   the only ones that truly matter to me are the extreme threats
that exist against our lives, which we cannot survive as a state, nation, or world.    278   N.E.   2d 
 504, 510.    Those threats are refined  in the clear, concise, and dedicated intent and purpose of
WE THE PEOPLE OF THIS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA;   as declared within the
constitution of this USA.  159   F.  2d   642, 643.    To be illegal/ to be terrorism funded
illegally,  by our employees of government/ to be “religious dictum”; as that risk to our
entire world and every life/ IS GOVERNED, by their beliefs; rather than any purpose or
description called fact.  That is illegal.

It reads since you don’t know it:   as follows
“ we the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect union, establish

justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the common defense, promote the general
welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and
establish this constitution for the United States of America.”   328   U.S.  217.    407   U.S.  493.

OR, in comparison;   this government is dedicated to, the responsibilities, needs, and
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thereby duties of the people themselves; in their own efforts to sustain freedoms, guarantee
rights, and protect themselves from tyranny. Our reality is:   “Its not free/ someone always
believes they can be ruler.”

All issues of taxation 280   P   2d   81, 85.  arise out of conformity to these basic
demands, that are made upon our employees, and that includes this state of IL.  160  P  2d 37,
39.   I DO NOT REFUSE taxation.   Rather I demand you prove to me by law,   78   A 2d  
572,  576.  That you have the right or authority to risk our planet, our nature, these
children, our future, or my own life/ using my own money to destroy me.    65    N.W.   2d
785,   791   Failure to provide;  IS ILLEGAL; so says your oath, and the fourteenth
amendment.   NO RULES of the court, no conjecture as is theory, no harassment of the
constitution or this democracy, no assumptions of religious “university knows” belief, no lies as
to what happens when they are proven wrong or abuse of the court;  or using OUR government
to hide behind by refusing due process without the law as conspiracy and collusion have proven
true.   This is a demand: the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth   203   S.W.  2d 
548, 552.   PROVE:  that my demands in law, merit, threat, duty to this state and nation,
and legal tax revolt   109   So   2d   375, 378:   are NOT CONSISTENT with the law of this
state or this nation.  342   F.  Supp.  1048, 1062 While you may argue that is not your job/ it is
the job of the court, and I have filed in the IL supreme court, developing this argument:   the
constitution rules this state/ NOT you.   and in the US supreme court demanding that the
constitution rules this nation:   NOT YOU   290   U.S.   389, 394.  , your oath demands, 
constitutional laws shall be kept   230   S.W.  2d 770, 775.  “THIS DEMOCRACY,  IS OUR
PROPERTY!  You, are the employee;   THAT IS YOUR JOB, to obey the constitution, and
provide the full intent of the law that is established through the preamble written above.  That
is your oath of office, for this state and nation:   THAT is, our right to demand as a contractual
obligation:   OUR EMPLOYEES DID SWEAR, to keep.    To obey the constitution, protect this
people, and defend this state and this nation.  Just as we the people are called to war, to do the
same;   irregardless if war,  at this time if it makes any sense at all.   We do our job/ and you
must do your job.   AS IS THE CONTRACT BETWEEN US.     655   P 2d 116, 118.    "I do
solemnly swear (affirm) that I will support the
Constitution of the United States, and the Constitution of
the State of Illinois, and that I will faithfully discharge
the duties of the office of .... to the best of my ability."
(Source: Illinois Constitution.) YOU ARE NOT RULERS,  SECTION 4. SOVEREIGN
IMMUNITY ABOLISHED    452   A 2d   75, 77.
    Except as the General Assembly may provide by law,
sovereign immunity in this State is abolished.
(Source: Illinois Constitution.)
 which means you have no right to simply do whatever you want to do.  Neither are you free of
penalties for what you have done, outside the intent and authority of the constitution itself.  Or
more simply that constitution and the US constitution RULE YOU. 
 (5 ILCS 255/4) (from Ch. 101, par. 4) 
    Sec. 4. Whenever any person required to take or subscribe an oath, as aforesaid, and in all
cases where an oath is upon any lawful occasion to be administered, and such person shall have
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conscientious scruples against taking an oath, he shall be admitted, instead of taking an oath, to
make his solemn affirmation or declaration in the following form to-wit: You do solemnly,
sincerely and truly declare and affirm. Which solemn affirmation or declaration shall be equally
valid as if such person had taken an oath in the usual form; and every person guilty of falsely and
corruptly declaring, as aforesaid, shall incur and suffer the like pains and penalties as are or shall
be inflicted on persons convicted of willful and corrupt perjury. 
(Source: R.S. 1874, p. 725.)

    (5 ILCS 255/5) (from Ch. 101, par. 5) 
    Sec. 5. All oaths, affirmations, affidavits and depositions, administered or taken as provided in
this act, shall subject any person who shall so swear or affirm willfully and falsely, in matter
material to any issue or point in question, to the like pains and penalties as are inflicted by law
on persons convicted of willful and corrupt perjury. 
(Source: R.S. 1874, p. 725.)

  We have a contract with you, it is called the constitution of both state and nation; whose
intent for your work is written above in the preamble, and with the various guaranteed rights as
are included in your job description and the foundation of our existence as citizens here.    361  
U.S.  234.  YOU DO, have the legal power to establish our true intent as described by that
preamble for this democracy; as employees of government: you swore an oath to do so.

  A guaranteed right is not discretionary.  Due process is not discretionary.  Our money,
our securities, our lives, our future, these children, our state or nation is NOT discretionary: you
have absolutely no right to gamble, or allow any other to gamble or risk;   anything that is ours.  
We do have rights, and they are controlled by law.   133   N.Y.S.   2d   423,   427.  The
constitution is the law that governs this nation.  Redress of grievances is the law/ and it is clear
conspiracy, corruption,  and traitorous actions that deny that law.  The constitution of IL is the
law that governs any and all laws of this state;   under the US constitution.  There are NO
LAWS, AND NO RULES AND NO RIGHTS that do not exist under these two documents as
intended.  No amendment is discretionary/ and NO appearance in court can be discarded by
simply ignoring the law that controls this democracy, that is blatant tyranny, and it constructs
treason.  303   A.  2d   139, 140
 (5 ILCS 283/5) 
    Sec. 5. Legislative declaration. Public corruption is a far-reaching, continuing and extremely
profitable criminal enterprise, which diverts significant amounts of public money for illicit
purposes. Public corruption-related schemes persist despite the threat of prosecution and the
actual prosecution and imprisonment of individual participants because existing sanctions do not
effectively reach the money and other assets generated by such schemes. It is therefore necessary
to supplement existing sanctions by mandating forfeiture of money and other assets generated by
public corruption-related activities. Forfeiture diminishes the financial incentives which
encourage and sustain public corruption, restores public moneys which have been diverted by
public corruption, and secures for the People of the State of Illinois assets to be used for
enforcement of laws governing public corruption. 
(Source: P.A. 96-1019, eff. 1-1-11.)
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I am demanding that constitutional law, intent, justice, protection of the people defense of
our state and nation and world SHALL BE identified in court:   either for or against the various
threats,  issues,  and guaranteed rights that I do present.    AS THE IL CONSTITUTION
SAYS:   80 N.W.   2d 548, 553.     AS WE THE PEOPLE INTENDED; and did present to
our employees through the preamble of each constitution, and the guaranteed rights so
described in these documents.   ARE NOT DISCRETIONARY/ they are our law, and they
control you, as an employee.   394   U.S.   618, 634. 

GENERAL PROVISIONS
(5 ILCS 285/) Employee Rights Violation Act.
    (5 ILCS 285/1) (from Ch. 127, par. 63b100-1) 
    Sec. 1. This Act shall be known and may be cited as the Employee Rights Violation Act. 
(Source: P.A. 85-1436.)

    (5 ILCS 285/2) (from Ch. 127, par. 63b100-2) 
    Sec. 2. For the purposes of this Act, the terms used herein shall have the meanings ascribed to
them in this Section: 
    (a) "Policy making officer" means: (i) an employee of a State agency who is engaged
predominantly in executive and management functions and is charged with the responsibility of
directing the effectuation of such management policies and practices; or (ii) an employee of a
State agency whose principal work is substantially different from that of his subordinates and
who has authority in the interest of the State agency to hire, transfer, suspend, lay off, recall,
promote, discharge, direct, reward, or discipline employees, or to adjust their grievances, or to
effectively recommend such action, if the exercise of such authority is not of a merely routine or
clerical nature, but requires the consistent use of independent judgment; or (iii) a Director,
Assistant Director or Deputy Director of a State agency; 
    (b) "State agency" means the Departments of the Executive Branch of State government listed
in Section 5-15 of the Departments of State Government Law (20 ILCS 5/5-15); 
    (c) "Director" includes the Secretary of Transportation. 
(Source: P.A. 91-239, eff. 1-1-00.)

    (5 ILCS 285/3) (from Ch. 127, par. 63b100-3) 
    Sec. 3. Any policy making officer of a State agency who is adjudicated by a court of
competent jurisdiction to have violated the rights of an employee of such State agency
guaranteed under the First and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, where
an award of punitive damages has been made against such policy making officer or where there
is a finding of willful or wanton conduct by the policy making officer, shall be immediately
discharged from State employment upon entry of the judgment of the court. 
(Source: P.A. 85-1436.)\ 

  I AM NOT LESS, “THAN AN EMPLOYEE”/ we are owners here as residents and
citizens of the constitution that makes this a democratic state. 

  I refuse the deliberate actions, that do NOT conform in any sense to the demands of
constitutional law; as is the valid claim of bankruptcy.  I refuse to have my world threatened
without a legal fight.  I refuse to have constitutional law discarded in the trash by any
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courtroom in this state, as it has done when demanding first amendment constitutional redress of
grievances.    42 U.S.C.  1983   18 U.S.C.   245.   That is not your right, it is the law.  I refuse
to tolerate the denial of due process, as has been done in the appellate case   Case 4-12-0429. 
And continue paying taxes for your failures, rather than the work we hired you to do; as is
identified by oath.  I demanded hearing in IL supreme court under IL constitutional law, and the
laws of the United States, and have been refused;    220   U.S.   61, 78.  they simply abandoned
me.  I return to court;   harassed by the legal law firm,   173 N.W.  2d   887, 888.    Linebarger,
Goggan Blair & Sampson   box 06140   Chicago IL 60606-0140   even though I tell them “take
me to court”.  They continue to refuse/ they call repeatedly after being told I am in court with
this issue, as is consistent with the US supreme court filings www.trialforlife.info  

GENERAL PROVISIONS
(5 ILCS 308/) Human Voice Contact Act.
    (5 ILCS 308/1) 
    Sec. 1. Short title. This Act may be cited as the Human Voice Contact Act. 
(Source: P.A. 94-620, eff. 1-1-07.)

    (5 ILCS 308/5) 
    Sec. 5. Legislative findings. The General Assembly finds that: 
        (1) the people of this State, from time to time,
    
need contact with State agencies because of problems or concerns;
        (2) often when a person calls a State agency that
    
person needs to talk to an individual, and it is not necessarily convenient or practical for that
person to leave a message or to follow an automated menu;
        (3) the purpose of State agencies is to serve the
    
people of this State in a manner that is as accessible, efficient, and responsive as possible;

THE CRITICAL THREATS THAT BRING US HERE, reviewed. As this letter sent
To the IL IRS;    Box 19006   Springfield IL 62794-9006 

JAMES F. OSTERBUR
2191 county road 2500 E.             www.trialoflife.info   www.trialforlife.info 
St. Joseph IL 61873
 
dated 4/ 25/ 13
 re:  correspondence to:   Linebarger, Goggan Blair & Sampson   box 06140   Chicago IL
60606-0140
 

Your action exists to refuse my day in court/ which is the only reason a tax has not been
paid.  Provide my legally guaranteed constitutional right/ and I will pay whatever I do literally
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owe.  Since every other method of attaining my legal constitutional right has been denied to be in
case after case through both state and federal courts:   it is necessary to withhold taxes as that is
the only thing that gets your attention. In 7 months, I have been granted nothing but
harassment.  Not law/ not rights/ not due process/ not justice/ not fair play:   CLEARLY NOT
FAIR in any aspect of governing to we the people, in an endless failure by our employees.    438 
P   2d   250, 252.   Thereby we must find accountability for ourselves: as is the purpose of
redress.    353   U.S.   87.   You may not threaten me, with failure to govern university
experimentation. You may not threaten me with slavery due to your endless perversion, and
critical prejudice to “give everything to your religion: university knows/ they are gods”.  You
may not bankrupt, or destroy this state further, by your fantasies, failures, and delusions:  
without a fight.  YOU MAY NOT protect and defend only yourselves, assuming the insane
thirst and ridiculous assertion: that reality DOES NOT matter.  Truth matters, these are
experiments our existence on earth, cannot survive.

 Redress demands a critical investigation in full view of the public, no secrets and no
excuses:   the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth.  And that includes you, your
assumptions and claims for money that cannot be paid.   OUR RIGHTS, TO ESTABLISH
JUSTICE, AND DEMOCRACY for ourselves; is fundamental democracy, lost because of your
deceit.  Since you have proven to be liars,  traitors, thieves, and terrorists. This is a demand for
DEMOCRACY FIRST,   FOR LIFE FIRST:   and the establishment that REALITY MUST
RULE.  This is the very critical statement: 

   You may not gamble with life or planet/ not NATURE or energies beyond our
known reality in time.   You may NOT ASSUME theories are facts, or function, nor can
you experiment;   trying to destroy the foundations in time that have established  this
world.             LIFE must come  FIRST:       no exceptions, no games, and NO theories that
endanger our lives.  You may not ignore threats that destroy our future.  You may not
steal, lie, cheat, or in any way DISRESPECT US, OR OUR WORLD!   These are;  At an
absolute minimum YOUR job;   in  obedience to our law/ OUR STATE, and OUR NATION. 
Obey the contract, called a constitution;   and fulfill your job descriptions:   to protect, defend,
and serve us as owners of this state and nation.   NOT TREASON, as is the cost of your failures. 
When you have done that, I will happily pay the tax; as that means you have earned your salary,
and did what   WE THE PEOPLE hired you to do.   I don’t pay for failure, that is NOT a
constitutional right.  THE INTENTIONAL MISUSE of governmental authority is NOT in your
job description.    I do pay taxation, if the people themselves decide to risk our world.  Let them
decide/ its called democracy.  Even if they are wrong; they all do have to live or die;  the result.

 You are not “government as intended”/ you are a disease that needs to be treated with
redress of grievances;   before you cost us everything.  An entire world!
1) Nothing has changed. This statement still constructs and identifies, the argument, that legal

avenues must be taken to avoid further disasters for this state and this nation.  It adds in:   YOU

MAY NOT SIMPLY SAY, “I BELIEVE IN WHATEVER THE UNIVERSITY DOES” as all

religions declare.  There MUST BE PROOF of the critical work and words:    Describe what

happens when your theory is proven wrong.
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Thereby the statement comes into focus:   TAKE ME TO COURT!
You may consider this "my second filing" in that case. This is the beginning of content as to
what that trial will be.   Time's up/ PAY WHAT YOU OWE ME. 
2) you owe me constitutional guarantees as written.  You owe me due process as is guaranteed and

intended..  NOT the avoidance of constitutional law, as has been consistent through every

courtroom, and is a clear conspiracy to deny.  But as the constitution demands.  155   S.W.   2d   

550.  You owe me a life and a future that is NOT threatened by university failure, or

diseased WITH EXTINCTION from their failures;  for this entire world.   That is living

under threat of violence/ and it is at your hand, THE ABUSE of every taxpayer:   by

using my own money given to you as tax;   against me, my world, and everything valued

as life.  That is illegal, it is extortion.  Whether “you believe, they know that a fire so hot it

burns our skin from 91 million miles away: WILL EXTINGUISH ITSELF”.  Is utterly

worthless to me.  PROVE WHAT HAPPENS WHEN THEY ARE WRONG; prove they

cannot be wrong.. THAT IS YOUR LEGAL RECOURSE, because YOU, and your

methods and ways:    Have established the beginning of this trial.  By creating  such

extreme gambling that everything I value, everything on earth:  is in danger of

extermination. 357 U.S.  449, 460.   You may believe whatever you wish, its your life and your

eternity/ but you may not gamble and risk my life or my world or our everything;   on your
religion “university knows”.  Its called a theory, because they don’t know.  They could not be
more wrong.

   The legal rights guaranteed to each and every citizen of this state and nation ARE DUE.    42  
So 2d   445, 446.     THAT INCLUDES, the legal law called REDRESS OF GRIEVANCE.  
Which is fundamentally:    Accountability to the people/ the investigation of our reality,
and what our employees have or have not done according to their oath.     AS WE ARE
THE OWNERS HERE, that is absolutely our right!  It is our law.  We own it.
42   U.S.C   1981 “to affirmatively protect the constitutional rights of citizens.”

 Constructing the basis of trial 294   F.  2d 150.   There is a legal right, and a legal defense:  
for denial of tax payment associated with the employee failure of all guaranteed rights
established: 31   S.E.  2d  906, 907.    For me, and  demanded of you by constitutional law, TO
EACH AND EVERY CITIZEN.  That FAILURE to deliver;    179   S.E.   2d   138, 141.   is
prejudicial and a breach of contract, by you   56 A.   498, 500.  Within the continuing 
precepts of constitutional law:   682   F.  2d 883, 885.    The following is presented.    249   F. 
285, 286.  

3)    As a breach of contract;   682   F.  2d 883, 885.  Fraud 255 N.Y.S.  2d 608, 610.  

Governing the development of a FAIR, JUST, EQUITABLE, HONEST, AND
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RESPECTFUL society is the purpose of democracy itself.  That democracy has failed in absolute
and real terms within the state of IL.   149 A.    761.    The  elemental evidence of severe debts
incurred IS:   proof of FRAUD!   Threats discarded, that can make us extinct: evidence of felony
negligence.  34   A.   2d   523.  We are attacked, at every level and possibility of society!   The
consequence being, that WE THE PEOPLE DO, need to be involved in our ownership of this
state; THROUGH REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES.  As established by the fourteenth US
constitutional amendment.   Redress is, The law which gives power to the people themselves
over their employees. 1 Ark 325, 333.  The elemental right: demanding accountability from our
employees is that fundamental of law which asserts equal protection; you are not our rulers.  To
refuse is obstruction of justice     214   S.W.   788  We can enforce limits and boundaries on our
employees.  An oath of office is a boundary which must not be crossed/ in accordance with the
purpose, stated desire, and performance of your job. 190   P   2d   665, 669.  The failure to
adequately do your job/ IS CAUSE for the deliberate call for redress of grievances.  Because
when our employees have failed, as is absolute and obvious today; the foundation of our lives is
in jeopardy.    148   S.W.   290, 291.   NONE have the right, to do that thing called treason: to
rule/ to steal/ to enslave/ to lie/ to cheat/ to destroy/ to terrorize/ to manipulate/ to control/ to
imprison/ to disrespect and prejudice the future by choosing only “yourselves”.    339   F.  Supp. 
506, 511.   NOR can you sell or trade our lives for the religious cult, or more correctly occult as
is “university knows”    300 U.S.  227, 240-41.   Our lives and our world, are worth more than
your theories or delusions.   33   A.  1, 2. Our future SHALL NOT be governed by your fantasies
or expectations for our slavery:   we cannot pay.    24   So   2d 623, 626.  

 Which means:   as our employees, YOU HAD NO RIGHT to engage in fraud and deceit,
or traitorous conduct.  These are prison able offenses.  You had no constitutional authority to
choose a small percentage of the population for lavish and endless “rewards” as has been
received by university.  Destroying our foundation as is money and the securities expected from
our own work, and realities.  That means YOU STOLE our lives/ by removing our future, FOR
YOUR OWN BENEFIT.   Your expectation is a lie.  Your right to proclaim it as a state debt is
absolutely cheating us:   because we are NOT included in your plans for “a damn easy life at our
expense”.  Your occult the university religion knows it all:   has now pasted the point of
terrorism, and seeks to destroy the entire planet and its nature.  A known fact as is consistent
with the extreme threats listed below.  Media as is our need to be informed/ has been controlled
by a tiny few, with your aid, and not your protection or defense of our lives;   not a moment, not
a word has been raised in our defense.  We must have the truth, when that truth is hidden away
from us all instead: that is propagating control over the people instead of defending them.  We
are the most imprisoned people in the civilized world:   which means “the righteous” are in
control; as they believe themselves superior; and all others should just be locked up.  That is the
religious in charge.  Religion is: “I have a book, or I have rules, therefore I know everything;
and unless you believe exactly as I do/ you are as little or nothing”.  NOT legal in this state or
nation: we are equals/ we are free.  That means: NOT to be played with as if a toy.  Every child
is endangered from the threats listed, as well as every life on the planet because of, or without
the protection of your religious cult called “university knows”.  The people you have given all
our money too: hell yes, GO AHEAD AND MAKE THEM SLAVES.  That is absolute
disrespect for democracy and our lives.  I demand to be treated as the constitution guarantees. 
That includes FREEDOM.  That includes RESPECT.  That includes EQUAL AND FAIR
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TREATMENT.  That includes a future, that is not destroyed, or a foundation of work as is
money that is not so damn corrupted from the collusion and conspiracy to make us all your
slaves: that civil war is immanent and deserved.

Demonstrated by these charges: are the following developments that construct not only
failure and arrogance beyond all considerations of insanity.   But do construct the foundations as
are EXTREME THREATS: directly the result of the occult called university/ that define,   what
is called “satan”/ the deliberate, preconceived, and intentional actions taken by humanity to
destroy both life and world.    With government assistance and protections.  IN DIRECT
DEFIANCE OF EVERYTHING this democracy stands for.      Why, would I pay you for
this!   Obey the laws, DO YOUR JOB, protect and defend our lives;   or you are left with the
criminal conspiracies that have brought us to this your decision to violate our lives, our state, and
destroy our world.   That is not government, that is both terrorism & treason, at best!
4)    Breach of trust   150 P.  2d   604, 648.   Fraud 38 Cal reptr148, 157    225   N.E.  2d 813, 814. 

 109    N.W.   136, 138.     5   S.E.  2d 138, 141.    Battery, “YOU damaged our lives”.

212   F.  275, 277        343   S.W.   2d 522,   524.
The fundamental threats for IL include additionally: [79   N.E.   2d   17]

This state with a stated population of 12.8 million is said to owe   $544 billion dollars. [ 195  
N.E.   2d 877, 882]    This state with a population of 41% either under the age of 20, or over the
age of 64 represents then roughly 7,552,000 workers/ minus the prison population 49,000; and
those to sick to work.  No figure given.   7.552 million potential workers.  Unemployment is 9.5
percent= 6,785,560 workers to share the debt load of 544 billion dollars= $80,170.24 per each
one.  Strictly for “state government expenses”.      24   So.   847, 848.   We add to that the
pension costs currently   $119.5 billion unpaid divided by 6,785,560 workers= $17,610.92 per
each worker.   432   P 2d 386, 390.  Bringing our grand total    18   N. W.   2d   905,  908.   for
this current  “reported moment to= $97,781.16 per each worker.   [407 F.  Supp 164, 183.]  
Just for the state of IL/ which does NOT include some local  pensions, healthcare, or bonds,
etc;   issued for any fantasy offered BY LOCAL government   96   N.E.   2d 446, 448.    Or
the intrusion of future pension costs exceeding $640 billion more.   [26 A.  2d 770, 773. ]
Which demands the critical development:   because this is self-serving/ as opposed to serving the
public.   202   N.W.  144, 148.   The reality of a pension cannot be guaranteed.  Because this is a
debt created by the employees for themselves, without sufficient controls in place to demand:  
the same restrictions upon public employees as there is upon the private employee.  WHICH IS,
IF YOU BANKRUPT THE COMPANY/   then you get nothing.   It’s the price, of failure! 
You stole more than this state could pay/ saying pay us anyway.  You refused to fund your own
retirement plans as is consistent with all other private pension plans.  You DID NOT set money
aside, for that funding, even though it is under your control.  You did not consider the welfare or
well-being of the public at large:   only yourselves.  Demanding we must be slaves to you/ OR
we must give to you everything you demand: as is consistent with extortion.   172   P 23, 24.  
That is against the law   392   U.S.  409, 437-44   Consequently you are now equal to us, there is
no difference.  What social security can provide is dependent upon what we decide is fair, “to
each one the same”.  No exceptions/ same for federal employees.  You didn’t share, you didn’t
care, you didn’t take responsibility, or accept your duty, or conceive of truth.  Despising reality
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instead.  
 On top of what the federal government produced as bankruptcy/ and the social security

spent without funding as mere debts. 197   U.S.   207, 215.   Because the federal government
employees simply robbed them of all income for social security (didn’t put a dime in the fund:  
just IOU’S).    42   U.S.C.   1983.   THEY KEPT the money, and increased the tax; which then
remained hidden.    53 So 2d   533, 536.    Nor does it include all the debts we owe ourselves, nor
business/ agriculture/ etc.   You have prepared CIVIL WAR/ by the demand for slaves.    90  
N.Y.S.  589, 590.  Not your job.  I have demanded “legal civil war”;   as a right established by
constitutional government which does consist of democracy and its intent as is the preamble of
the US constitution.   Or more simply: this is the demand to return to democracy   229   A.  2d
388, 394.  / rather than rulers, who have captured and now control our government. 314   P.  2d  
625, 631   Your continued failure, “is ammunition” to all those over the years/ and over several
states;  who have said: they ain’t never going to obey the law.   This nation has bought guns:   
[179   S.E.   2d 138, 141. ]  IT IS, “a clear warning to you”/ because a large percentage
absolutely does not believe in “government employees or the court”.  As you have continued to
prove, a legitimate reality; NOT fair or equal.    570   P   2d  1156,   1159.   Or more clearly, NO
justice here.    Consequently it is true: that I work for you, as well as all those you have so
tragically impacted with your failure and fantasies that they believe civil war will come.  I never
met anyone who desired it;    116   N.E.   797   and I have no names for you (I don’t collect
names, & I quit pushing people hard, years ago; they just ran away, “you can’t do nothing”):
none were criminals.  But they all see your failures.  This then: is the clear demand, “we MUST
work this out together as democracy rules”/ because anything less will be horrible.  This is a
reminder, that no matter how much “the university diploma wants” to keep everything you stole/
IT AIN’T going to happen.   479   F.  Supp.  792, 798.   There will be consequences.  This is a
reality of what our federal employees have done as well:   creating a national debt  [22   A 2d 28,
29]  over $125 trillion dollars/ and a social security debt of roughly $70 trillion more dollars; and
state debt.    430   U.S   462,   476.    Equaling roughly $200 trillion dollars FOR THE
NATION.     38 F.  2d   515, 517   Which is equal to 200,000,000,000,000.00 divided by 7
billion people across this world   18   U.S.C.   4 =   bringing our grand total of debt:   to  
$28,571.42 per person in the world at 7 billion.    405   S.W.  2d   457.    OF AMERICAN
DOLLARS, in use:   15   U.S.C.   77.   somebody expects to cash them in/ is that not so!  Do
you not?  There are even more american dollars in play when you look at what is called an
asset.   249   C. A.   2d   81. “ its your own federal reserve”.  Not their fault: look to who wrote
the check, and demanded the money! The invasion has already begun, and unless we literally
stop the counterfeit money    209   P.   2d   457, 460.   from stealing all our lives (by taking
property, resources, assets, titles, control of this state, this nation, the courtroom, etc)/ WE
WILL ALL be just like Palestine; thrown out of our own nation.   This ain’t no game.  The
realities involved are substantial/  the consequence are real/ and severe.    48   U.S.   1, 42

 CHOOSE THE LAW.  How is that not your answer?   Let the constitution rule;  
that is your oath!  Obey the law, so we can return to peace, and a future:     without these
threats.  Let reality rule,   LET TRUTH DECIDE, what is fair, equitable, justice; and
literally the best we can do.   Doesn’t make anyone happy/ but it does stop WAR.    470   P   2d 
 748, 753. 
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http://illinoispolicy.org/uploads/files/Pension_debt_more_than_doubles.pdf
More to retirement debt than just state pensions 
State and local taxpayers are on the hook for far more than the pension debt owed by the state’s
five pension funds. The state also owes $54 billion in unfunded retiree health benefits and
another $15 billion the state borrowed to make its annual pension payments and shore up
investment losses.
Taxpayers are also on the hook for at least $50.9 billion in local retirement debt. Like the
state’s pension  plans, local pension funds will see their unfunded liabilities skyrocket under
the new reporting rules. Under  the new GASB rules, for example, the pension fund for Chicago
Teachers would see its pension debt grow to  $20 billion, nearly four times the $5.4 billion it
officially reports. Pension payouts  The state’s five pension funds officially report $146 billion in
accrued liabilities for earned benefits.  But $146 billion is not the amount of money that the state
will actually pay out for those benefits. Instead, $146 billion is the money that the state should
have in the bank today to earn enough investment income to pay out earned benefits. 
The amount of money the state will actually spend on pensions is far greater. Altogether, the
state will pay more than $632 billion for pension benefits between now and 2045.2
5)   [366    F   2d 303, 306;   “The constitution belongs to us/ you may not use it in any way you

please”] 296    S.W.   1095, 1097.       261   P   232, 234. 

WE ADD AS WELL:
The absolute prejudice of “university first” in any and all considerations.  A prime

example being the observation box on top of the university of IL football stadium at a cost of
126 million dollars.  Plus costs for maintenance etc.   So the special people could watch an
afternoon of football, for 6 afternoons a year.   Just the tip of the iceberg.  The part that sinks
ships.

The IL supreme court refuses to accept their duties according to due process of law.  As
in IL appellate court [ Case 4-12-0429 ]

 Having been presented with THE CLEAR AND CERTAIN NEED FOR JUSTICE, FOR
REDRESS, FOR CONSTITUTIONAL GUARANTEES, and the need to protect, defend, and
honor our democracy as a state: THEREFORE help me make the individual employees in the US
supreme court, etc:   OBEY THE LAW.   151   P.  228, 230. 
          They turn to the intended escape of a court rule
          I refuse the extortion.  An excerpt below
6) NO RULE OF THE COURT, supercedes constitutional law.  The use of a rule to defy

democracy is treason.

 
          THE APPEAL OF JUSTICE/ THE REALITY OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW/ the
demand for fair play/  constitutional precepts employed/ federal laws exhibited/ the critical need
for US first amendment rights; & IL fifth amendment redress of grievances/ the foundations
presented that demand an investigation into conspiracy within the courtrooms both state and
nation/ and a jury tainted:
7)   IS NOT DEMOCRACY AS INTENDED!   A duty to intervene, and demand redress/
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demand a legal tax revolt/ demand the constitution SHALL RULE, us all.
                  
SECTION 1. INHERENT AND INALIENABLE RIGHTS
    All men are by nature free and independent and have
certain inherent and inalienable rights among which are life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. To secure these rights
and the protection of property, governments are instituted
among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the
governed.
(Source: Illinois Constitution.)
 
 by the judge [giving the jury direction, in  Champaign county court 11TR22442 ]  to believe

contrary to its legal purpose which is to choose what is "the society we demand": to believe it
could only choose if a rule broken, that WAS OBEYED, WITHIN 95% compliance OF THE
RULE, by me.  Is justified by the fine applied/ the judges threat of an additional $1,000.00.  And
his demand:   you shall not even mention the word redress (a foundation law of both state and
national constitutions, OR I will hold you in contempt.
          That case is denied today, by supreme court rule 326 "dismisses the appeal for failure to
comply with this court's rule."
          Even though I had delivered the transcript of the case, as given to me by the court's
stenographer, in pdf, on a disk clearly marked and established in the filings.  After paying
$450.00 or thereabouts for that transcript/ the circuit court wanted an additional $180.00 "to push
a button" and deliver the record on the internet.  Even though I had already paid for this
transcript.
          I declared that the IL constitution must rule: 
SECTION 12. RIGHT TO REMEDY AND JUSTICE
    Every person shall find a certain remedy in the laws for
all injuries and wrongs which he receives to his person,
privacy, property or reputation. He shall obtain justice by
law, freely, completely, and promptly.
          They refuse.
          I declare today, that the constitution must rule to you: demanding, 
 
SECTION 2. DUE PROCESS AND EQUAL PROTECTION
    No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property
without due process of law nor be denied the equal protection
of the laws.
(Source: Illinois Constitution.)
 
         And I command, AS A CITIZEN REPRESENTING US ALL, in our need to be defended,
protected, and returned to the democracy we intended.   That the purposes of our contract in
democracy as is,  we the people RULE OURSELVES, by the law we create for that very
purpose.  In  this state and nation SHALL in fact be carried out as intended by this people. 
IS THAT NOT, WHAT THE CONSTITUTION IS FOR!  What other purpose does this
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preamble have/ if not to identify our intent, and establish that as fact, before our employees.
The clear democratic solution for a “governing assembly of people” who have not done

what they were hired to do:   is then to replace them, with the laws and methods that we
ourselves decide upon by vote.  Not a vote for someone to vote for me/ but a clear informed, and
deliberate vote identifying the traits, the rights, the freedoms, and the foundations of law, that
will govern us all.  Making each one, then competent: to understand and enforce that law.
         Constitution of the State of Illinois    Adopted at special election on December 15, 1970
 
                          PREAMBLE
     We, the People of the State of Illinois - grateful to
Almighty God for the civil, political and religious liberty
which He has permitted us to enjoy and seeking His blessing
upon our endeavors - in order to provide for the health,
safety and welfare of the people; maintain a representative
and orderly government; eliminate poverty and inequality;
assure legal, social and economic justice; provide
opportunity for the fullest development of the individual;
insure domestic tranquility; provide for the common defense;
and secure the blessings of freedom and liberty to ourselves
and our posterity - do ordain and establish this Constitution
for the State of Illinois.
(Source: Illinois Constitution.)
 
          This appellate court has denied constitutional law, established,  and declared for me;   "
He shall obtain justice by law, freely, completely, and promptly." section 12.
          The appellate court has denied constitutional law as established and declared for me
"SECTION 2. DUE PROCESS AND EQUAL PROTECTION
    No person shall be deprived of life, liberty or property
without due process of law nor be denied the equal protection
of the laws.
(Source: Illinois Constitution.)
          They state by dismissal:   rule 326 is greater than due process/ is greater than the IL
constitution or this democracy.  It is not.
          This appellate court has denied constitutional law, established,  and declared for me;  
"certain inherent and inalienable rights among which are life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness."  My right to constitutional guarantees shall been
stripped from me, by a supreme court rule demanding money or no justice:   that is extortion. 
Penal code 223.4   SEE 148A  2d  848, 850.  As proven true/ pay them, an extreme cost "for
electronically delivering the transcript" or due process will fail.
          To secure these rights
and the protection of property, governments are instituted
among men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the
governed.   It is without doubt, that the "governed/ we the people" DID NOT allow or consent to
"justice and fair play/ constitutional intent for our well-being" should be destroyed by a supreme
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court rule.   That is then treason.  Because it is more serious than theft/ this is our home, this is
our property, this is our lives, our future, and the children:   destroyed by a rule of the court
which was never intended for justice/ but exists only for the purpose of obtaining money.  That is
a traitorous alteration to section 12 IL constitution.  That is fundamentally done without the
consent of the people themselves or the constitution: which means you have destroyed the law in
so doing, with your rule.  Becoming rulers thereby instead of employees with a job to do.  That is
rebellion, against this people. 
          The appellate court seeks to hide the conspiracy within the courtroom to deny
constitutional redress of grievances both state and nation as presented by the evidence and
through the evidence of nearly every court case presented by James F. Osterbur.  That is
traitorous, because it contends that our democracy is inferior to your superiority over the law. 
That is not, the substantive acceptance of your sworn oath.  There is no merit in destroying
constitutional law/ participating in extortion/ or destroying due process just to make money:
these things exist as anarchy against we the people, established and defined.  That is a criminal
act, and if proven supported by the judicial organization that exists/ then it is a criminal
conspiracy against our state or nation. 
          In addition to this under the designs and guarantees of IL constitutional law/ the
foundation of law that is the US constitution amendment 4;    "The right to be secure....against
unreasonable searches and seizures...."  And section 1 of the Il constitution; "... To secure
these rights
and the protection of property, governments are instituted
among men,"   Not only is our democracy attacked/ our people bankrupted by the employees
hired to govern us:   such things as the football stadium box, at a cost of 121 million dollars;  in
Urbana IL; does prove an extreme arrogance and disregard for we the people.  In US tax court
case 11108-12L amendment 7 the demand for a jury trial by me the petitioner is returned as
"improper" in the court.   Even though it is constitutional law.    399   U.S.   66
That is treason, an outright and deliberate rebellion.  In the issue of tax;   this case , its defendant
the IRS refuses to identify or acknowledge money they owe me.  Denying justice to me/ for the
clear purpose of inflicting as much damage on me as possible.  Declaring frivolous the
declaration of threats that can exterminate us all/ the refusal to obey constitutional law or fulfill
the contract that is our constitution: OR DO YOU R JOB, "before you are paid".  Which is a
demand for redress according to the US first amendment/ and its additional demands
within the 5th constitutional amendment of IL.  And much more, as court cases will prove.
          A judiciary organized against we the people/ a government that refuses to obey the
contractual demands, provide the guarantees, and protect the citizen with justice or fair play. 
          Established in this appeal as well is the fact that WE THE PEOPLE demand:   FAIR
PLAY in all financial penalties: not the same price for rich or poor/ but a percentage of your
income or property holdings if required to be fair.  INSTEAD OF SLAVERY FOR THE POOR,
and nothing but an irritation to the rich.   351   U.S.   12, 19.   Added is the fact, WE are the most
incarcerated people in the civilized world:   62   F.  Supp.  968, 970.    NO human rights here, as
is plainly proven in that statement;   just treason.
          ALL OF THESE THINGS AND MORE, are thrown from the court by these appellate
judges John W. Turner    Robert J. Steigmann     Thomas R. Appleton.    33   A.  1, 2 
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          We then turn, to the IL supreme court
 Demanding:   as did the judge order in trial 2011 tr 022442 Champaign county/ and the states
attorney prosecuted me,  based upon one simple fact:     95% compliance with a traffic stop,
without threat to any, as proven in court by default: with a rule is NOT enough.  "YOU, must be
perfect".  So says the judge, and the states' attorney.159   F.  2d 642, 643. 
          Which then turns to the IL constitution and its written guarantees to each and every citizen
of which I am one: and demands the very same of you.    The law must be obeyed as written, or a
criminal action has occurred, and a fine or imprisonment is owed to the people from the court, its
legislatures, or its governor.  Is that not justice by equality, and the rule of law you imposed? 
Answer the question.    8   P 2d   925,   930.  
          They refuse to acknowledge or docket the case/ sending back corruption instead. 
Fundamentals are listed at www.trialoflife.info
 

IN THE ILLINOIS STATE SUPREME COURT
Supreme court building   200 E. Capital Springfield IL 62701
 
in the matter of Champaign co  unty court 11TR22442
coming out of the fourth district appellate court/ Springfield IL.
 THE DEMAND FOR DOCKETING AND TRIAL.
 
Case 4-12-0429
Osterbur, James Frank    V.  City of Gifford/ State of IL
denied 8/ 14/ 12;    By rule 326
www.trialoflife.info    www.justtalking3.info
 
DATED: 9/ 20/12
THE APPEAL for JUSTICE/ THE REALITY OF CONSTITUTIONAL LAW/
 8)  MIRANDA, with regard to matters which endanger our lives:  
WE DESERVE FULL INFORMATION AND A DELIBERATE DECISION:   as is
consistent with truth, knowledge, and critical understanding.
 
 The petition at the IL supreme court
 CLASS ACTION STATUS:  IS A REQUIREMENT OF "WE THE PEOPLE"   IT IS, a foundation
demand of democracy itself.  [ Fed   R.  Civ.  Pr 23] 
IN ANY LEGAL MATTER, THAT INVOLVES US ALL, as is LIFE AND DEMOCRACY ITSELF:  
particularly when a constitutional guarantee is denied, and treated with contempt.
 292   S.W.  1079, 1083
 When justice and fair play are ordered "removed from this trial".
or, more simply these legal rights guaranteed by the constitution and sworn by  judiciary: "we
will obey".   To WE THE PEOPLE, as our law!  AS IS constitutional law.
Is NOT discretionary/ nor is it controlled by a rule of the court!
[392   S.W.  2d   761, 766]
 
This IL SUPREME court is hereby petitioned to identify and substantiate the constitution of IL
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and this nation.   RETURNING THIS CASE TO ITS RIGHTFUL LEGAL STATUS:   as class
action for we the people.  The failure of this appellate court/ and its denial of democracy: its
sworn oath refused; evidence enough.    391   U.S.    145
Where the foundation of this case looks directly at the corruption of the judiciary/ not only in the
current case, but as a conglomerate of cases that extend OUR NEED as a people to bring the
judiciary itself to trial:   because we are denied redress of grievances/ a first amendment
guarantee of the US CONSTITUTION.  And a fifth amendment guarantee of this state called
ILLINOIS.    16   N.W.  2d   275     Not only denied to me/ but ridiculed, and removed from the
courtroom with a claim (contempt, even to say the word redress;  in front of this jury) by the
judge in trial 11TR22442 Champaign county court.

As are developed within the current filings 6, & 7 US supreme court extra-ordinary writ and
appeal of US TAX court 11108-12L   THE CONSTRUCTION OF separate, but joined;  
REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES FOR THE PEOPLE OF THIS UNITED STATES AND THIS
STATE OF ILLINOIS;   or a legal tax revolt in the alternative.     www.trialforlife.info 

 299   P   2d    799, 801     289   N.W.   2d   402, 404
THE EXTREME 60   F.  Supp.  235, 236.  THREATS AND MORE;    [ 23   F.   136, 137 ]
construct a disaster for this state, this nation, and this world!  182   N.E.  2d   448, 450.   Your
job as state employees,   is to protect/ defend/ and demand that our constitutional laws for this
nation SHALL BE UPHELD!  It is not discretionary/ it’s the law.115   A.  484, 486   GO
MAKE THE SUPREME COURT DOCKET THIS TRIAL.   ITS YOUR JOB.   71   P   301
As is consistent with democracy:   NO ONE RULES/ only the constitution itself, is allowed to
do that.  NO ONE, IS ALLOWED TO TERRORIZE, or build or support;   weapons of mass
destruction; and release them upon us all/ even this world. 332  U.S.   46, 65n 28 quoting   302 
U.S.   319, 325.  The demand is world law and world policing.  A damn theory is NOT
sufficient/ to gamble every life on earth:   it is insane. 125   P.  2d   318

DO YOUR JOB, PROTECT OUR LIVES, NATURE, WORLD, MONEY, DEMOCRACY,   97 
S.E.    2d   672, 682.   AND ALL THAT YOU GAVE YOUR OATH TO DO; returning our lives
to reality; as best we can TOGETHER, through redress:    and I will happily pay. 488 F. 
2d 218, 221   we are imprisoned by your greed, failures, and threatened by your fantasies
and delusions of playing god with this world through university knows.   256   N.Y.S.  2d  
467, 469. 

74   P   695, 501           164   S.W.   2d   225, 228.
THE EXTREME THREATS : do include us as IL citizens in need of protection!  

468    P   2d  702, 706;       305   P.  2d   752, 757.  
1.   Because a tiny few said:    "Let us bring the fire on the sun here TO THIS EARTH!     90 
S.E.   2d   593, 596.   The national ignition facility NIF  (with 500 trillion watts of power), and
192 lasers all surrounding and focused on the same spot in space and time”. Quote: NIF will
achieve....180 million degrees F/ .....only three places in the space and time of our universe have
ever produced anything close to these conditions: the big bang, when the universe was a
primordial fireball: the interior of stars and planets, and thermonuclear weapons. A supernova
is...18-54 million degrees F....the extreme density at NIF is larger than that achieved by a
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core-collapse supernova-an exploding star- or when two neutron stars collide.    183   N.E.   273, 
275.   Malice aforethought;   CRIMINAL LAW 75 (3RD ed.  1982).  

 Their theory is:   "not enough gravity here to sustain it".  Is enough to risk all life on
earth.   Criminal law 130 (3rd ed 1982)  This is their defense for bringing that fire here/ that
“ it will extinguish itself.”   161  N.E.   2d 189, 194   “A DELUSION”.      116    So 2d 566, 567.

 Not a game, if that fire does not put itself out: then it grows, and consumes the earth; it
burns atomic bonds: which means EVERYTHING is fuel for the fire.    234   A.   2d   442, 
443.   That fire,  will eject our entire atmosphere in roughly 40 days.       235   App Div 382.  
They DO bet our lives on what  is literally a one time experiment/ NO going back!    99 A 2d  
849, 854.   We cannot put out a fire that is 8-10 million degrees hot/ with flames said to reach 12
times farther, than the distance of our moon to this planet.    118   N.W.   2d   422, 425.   Which
means we live or die, as a planet/ based upon their theory!     421   P 2d    586, 589.  

ARE YOU WILLING TO BE WRONG?     20   P 2d   896, 897.  
317   S.W.  2d   260, 263

theories are not facts!
104   N.W.  2d   379, 382.
From me in opposition:     602   S.W.   2d    241, 246.   So we begin again on the theory of
gravity that the sun is extremely massive, and thereby the anchor itself, in solar construction;  as
mass.  Thermal dynamics, or Thermal expansion means that the fire seen on the sun has grown
apart from its source fuel/ because it must, or be turned back upon itself. Consequently the fire
by expansion lifts from the surface of its fuel.  As is plainly seen with a candle.  The sun is not,
“the functional reality of its flames.  Instead clearly we know by thermal dynamics;  that the
energy has expanded enough to allow room for itself on top of the flame.  Heat expansion
requires it/ the greater the heat, the more room required.  Because this is a sphere, we know that
the expansion is even greater than what would normally be seen here on earth, because there is
no place else for that expansion to go, other than out.   Like a flame on top of a candle/ the heat
expansion rises above its fuel source, by a substantial amount even at a temperature change of
roughly 500 degrees F.  Your scientists proclaim that the aurora, outer edges of the sun’s flame
are millions of miles long and millions of degrees F hot.  That means, the actual mass at the
center of the sun CANNOT be anywhere near the mass they believe it is/ because thermal
expansion will not allow it.  It is a law of the physical universe.

            Lesson five:   your scientists theorize that the mass of the sun,  is extremely hot at its
core.  They base their entire conclusion about gravity on this illusion.  However the facts cannot
support that theory, in any shape or form.  If the core was on fire, then the entire mass is being
consumed,  all at the same time.  IF THE ENTIRE MASS is being consumed at the same time/ as
is a house on fire, all at the same time: it will be reduced to ashes quickly/ and will not be
sustainable for long periods of time.  We know the sun is relatively speaking: about as hot as it
was several thousand years ago, by written human history; therefore we know that the
relationship between a sustainable fire, and a fire that is literally out of control is determined by
how much fuel is being burned/ at once.  To retain its fire at a constant level, for these thousands
of years:   it cannot be consuming all its fuel at once. Rather that fuel is suctioned up, in the
flames above.
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            Lesson six:   in the reality of a supernova, as your scientists state, “they know”.  The first
part of that reality in time and space is: for the flames of a sun to grow in size and heat. 
Therefore we know, that MORE FUEL is being burned.  Simple as that, no other physical force
can cause this effect/ therefore proven true.  For more fuel to be burned, there must be fuel
available that has not been involved in the flames before.  That means the core cannot be
burning as your scientists say/ unless they can prove as they suggest:   the heavier materials are
last to be burned at the center core.  Which would mean:   somehow the lighter/ less dense
materials such as hydrogen would be burned first.  That is contrary, and in open denial of 
gravitational pull/ and thereby unproven or dis-proven by their own theory.  Because heavier
materials sink to the bottom/ center first;  is that not so.  Consequently for a sun to burn as they
say:  it must consume the heavier materials first/ because that is what is available at the core.
Leaving only less energetic materials/ with less gravitational pull for last.  So they have defeated
their own theory.  Even so, the composite description demands a major explosion at the end of
this cycle: without “dense explosive materials” how is that possible?  Again proven wrong. 
When only the lighter materials are left, it is simply a flame dying out, smothering itself so to
speak/ and the mass that is left;  turns cold.

Lesson seven: your scientists declare, “that the sun is made out of hydrogen/ a gas”;
because that is what their spectra-graph shows (lines that show a chemical signature, in a
machine dividing the physical view of light).  There is no doubt as to the fact that the most
common “release of ash” so to speak, during a fusion fire is the least massive or most simple
combination possible in atomic environments. Because everything else has burned away.  Not a
lot of pollutants coming off the sun from that fire/ which means nothing escapes, but the simplest
elements, most of which can be reformed as they escape. The simplest elements possible to
reform;   are hydrogen first, and some potential helium.   Or more simply the sun is NOT made
of hydrogen/ the hydrogen seen is simply the result of the fusion process, the reassembly of what
is left:  its “smoke” if you will/ which turns out to be hydrogen.

So then lets review: your university diplomas/ with your political leaders providing your
money: are gambling this entire planet and all life on earth/ BASED UPON the simple theory,
“there is not enough gravity here on earth;” to allow fusion fire to continue burning.  They
consider it to be, an explosion that simply continues on as fire/ rather than an actual explosion
that expands so rapidly it cannot be contained as fire.  Which means to them that such an
extreme gravity exists, a pressure so immense that it melts the core; which holds the fire to the
sun.

The critical review of fire however, even here on earth where we know the difference
between a molecular fire, as is common fire/ and a molecular explosion as is seen in such things
as TNT, are not the same.  There is a difference between an explosion, and a fire/ the energy
release is entirely different. Which means the situational realities are also completely different. 
They assume that a thermo-nuclear bomb is fusion released; because of the energy/ rather than
a fission bomb as is considered to be the first atomic bombs used.  However, where is their
proof? 

118   S.W.   799, 883
2.    When you hear the words truthfully,   85   S.E.   2d   327,   332.   that understands with all
certainty: the university terrorists are mutilating every form of life on this planet   44   So   2d  
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802/ altering life as they themselves describe.  Fully knowing the reality of pandemic's are
generally created when a disease crosses species barriers:   99   S.W.   2d   1079   and these
terrorists are doing it intentionally, “EVERYDAY”.   104   A 2d   884.    Literally injecting
chaos, into the genetic (NATURE IS, the building of a living body) reality of our lives, and
our world.  278   S.W.  2d   466, 470.   Quote: Scientists have begun blurring the line between
human and animal by producing Chimeras-a hybrid creature that's part human, part animal....
fused human cells with rabbit eggs....for years scientists have added human genes to bacteria
and farm animals..   31   F.  755, 756.  ..not only life as we know it/ but also "life as it might be"  
34   A.   2d   523.  ...synthetic biology-including synthetic organisms, biological engineering,
artificial chemistry, origin of life, paleogenetics.... cloned...first human embryos.     362   F.  2d  
770, 774 Quote:   created an organism with manmade DNA...worth more than a trillion
dollars..."its pretty stunning when you just replace the DNA.....and in a short while, all the
characteristics of the first species disappear and a new species emerges...means cheaper and
widely accessible tools to build bio-weapons, virulent pathogens and artificial organisms that
could pose grave threats to people and the planet.  58   Pa   9, 15.    The danger is not just
bio-terror, but "bio-error"    Model penal code  210.2 & 210.3... sequenced and stored in
digital form, will move instantaneously across the globe    134   S.E.  527.   and be resurrected in
....labs thousands of miles away.   24 So.  2d   623, 626.  

 NATURE ITSELF,  is the "factory and instructions and utilities etc/ that build the
bodies of life" called DNA.  Not a game, every living thing is at risk! Balance “two hands/ two
eyes, etc.   Disciplines, including thought, eye focus, “sewage” realities.  Order: if your muscles
are not grown in a specific sequence, and through a distinct pattern: “nothing works correctly”. 
ETC!  Evolution is “chaos controls everything    234   N.Y.S.  52, 53.  ; WE SHOPPED, and
picked out anything we wanted, it was all free”/ a religion without substance or merit: a fools
fantasy! What did you build out of chaos?      232   F.  Supp    255, 257.   Thought alone builds. 
         But reality knows:      what builds us/ can just as easily destroy us instead. 

Quote: "Building an evolvable physical self-replicating machine is a grand challenge.   
214   F   2d   862, 874-75   The main problem is that the device must be capable of hereditary
variation, that is replicating in many configurations-configurations into which it enters
unpredictably by mutation. Template replication is the solution found by
nature........replication must be maintained by preventing side reactions such as spontaneous
ligation, cyclization, product inhibition, and elongation of staggered ends. The last of these three
results in every lengthening sequences in a process known as the elongation catastrophe.    383  
F.  2d 421, 426.   The extreme specificity of structure required by the monomers is indirect
evidence of some kind of natural ......prior to existence.....life.    94   U.S.   457, 460.  

FROM ME IN OPPOSITION: as is the reality of the last paragraph made above: biology
is NOT a simple mix of chemicals in a pot, stirred/ it is not numbers to be rearranged. 
Mutilations cannot be undone.  Pandemic's cannot be reversed. Lives destroyed, bodies of life
horrifyingly mutilated intentionally: is crucifixion of life itself.     370   U.S.  660, 666.. 
Biological weapons can kill 97% + already, of humanity.  These things are biological warfare
against us released by university and others: with your money!    412   U.S.   94, 111  And
propaganda demanding your support.   255   S,W, 2d   990, 991.     47 U.S.C.   315
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With our money, and with support from our universities, and leaders:   these exist.
3.     Consider the next big thing an exowatt laser:   stated to be 1million times more, than 10
billion 100 watt light bulbs of heat, packed into a single laser beam.  (Grab a 100 watt light
bulb and see.  Imagine the heat of every person on earth 7 BILLION of us/  holding 1.4 million : 
one hundred watt light bulbs EACH):  A fire so ferocious/ PACKED INTO A LASER
BEAM;    That it will ignite the same fire as is on the sun/ here upon this earth instantly.  The
exowatt laser does represent the single most likely event to destroy this world immediately:  
expected roughly 9/1/2015.  Although the others, are equally dangerous.    183   N.W.   2d   813, 
815.   Time does run out/ this world dies only once.  Are you willing to be WRONG?  There
is no going back, these are life or death trials for our entire world.  180   So   717, 718;     126  P 
2d   496, 408.   How much more information do you really need?

4.   Scientists said:  "lets play with the single most destructive event in the history of this
universe".    211   N.W.   346, 349.  They have currently created a 5 trillion watt explosion at
CERN: the instantaneous release of 3.2 billion btu’s of energy or 67 billion units of horsepower. 
In their tiny cage fueled by numerous atomic energy power plants.    444   S.W.   2d   498, 505 
Not a game.   Very NEAR to igniting that fire, which would destroy us.  Other planetary
damage as well.   “The university knows”, is that not your claim.    290   N.Y.S.  204,   208. 
Which means the use and abuse of our money, our anything   74 P   962, 968:   in this process of
trying to recreate the single most destructive event ever recorded: is terrorism in government.      
   

 FROM ME IN OPPOSITION: Their reality at CERN:  is an environment of extreme
atomic de-stabilization/ coupled to an electron mass so extensive: that it can allow a completely
different state of energy suspended outside of time.  That electrons WILL retain its connection
here.  Or more simply: even just one impact that escapes the consequences of time in this
experiment, can multiply and influence changes in every other proton that is going through that
energy, causing it to grow.   The stage is then set with a cloud of electrons set apart from the
nucleus of atomic structure/ considerable lost, to the surrounding environment; but what remains
is "determined".  Three things happen when "a train wreck of protons" above the energy levels
called time are caused to exist.  1.  The orbital reality of electrons is moved to chaos, but still
connected.  2. The critical structure of a proton/ neutron relationship is changed to become
aggravated: relieved of disciplines called time.   3.  A separated environment establishes its own
rules and laws.

The answer is:   that a big bang did not happen without structural disintegration.  That
means: SOMETHING "sliced and diced" the mass  to be blown apart prior to the big event so
that everything could go at once.  That means in real terms "a proton" so energized no physical
resistance could oppose that force, existed against it.   But tied by "electrons", this force  moved
back and forth through the mass at tremendous speed.  Thereby destroying atomic order (time
itself), a little with every pass.   THIS is what they do!

Separated from extreme threats listed above: but still able to damage or destroy us all. 
REFUSED TO INFORM “the people, and let them decide”,    94   N.W.  2d  810, 811.   by 
leadership, courts, and media.    DESERTION    76   S.E.   2d   533, 535.
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1.  We burn more oxygen with fire, than this earth can produce/ you also cut down, mutilate, or
destroy the very organisms that produce the oxygen we need.   Biosphere 2 project clearly defined
the amount of oxygen being produced.  "The average person uses about 3,000 liters of air to
breathe a day; a small car, driving one hour, over  average distances:  use thir ty times that much.
A large truck over one hundred times more."  Think about it: using more oxygen just for fire than
the planet makes/ WHAT happens next?  The answer is, the OZONE layer is the storage
container for thousands of years of excess oxygen generation: when its gone, “its just the
atmosphere”, and what this earth can make.  Answer the question; are you going to survive?

2.   Antibiotics are failing/ which means the factory farm is nearly extinct: a single pandemic
then destroys the entire herd; across this world (taking your food with it).  Close confinement
DOES NOT work without antibiotics in feed.   We cannot wait to rebuild, ANY livestock herd
or flock/ and probably can’t.   Too many mouths to feed.  We have NO OTHER means or
substantial methods left:  to raise or keep these animals currently; therefore it will be cannibalism. 
Antibiotics are what make most of your healthcare possible; surgery without is worthless for
most/ the disease will get you. "All gone, for a few pennies, and a little ease".  Pharmaceuticals of
all kinds; sucked in by the handfuls; ARE without doubt causing the increases in autism, asthma,
and more; chemicals of all kinds, ADD IN.  Mutilated foods are a clear concern in allergies/ and
the livestock which eats that mutilated crop, can easily become allergic to it; which means
they then all die, and cannot be returned.  Your “experts” are a tiny handful of people guessing:
and being paid well, to guess as they are told/ or as their religious university cult demands,
“believe in us”!  Consider all your “pharmaceutical, bad drug:  lawsuits”.

3.  Only one inch of rain reaches or replenishes an aquifer/ per fifty inches of rainfall. 
Ethanol is added to fifteen percent of all gasoline used in the USA/ times at least three gallons of
water to make it/ times (guessing another two for irrigation, etc). The Ogahalla aquifer stretching
across several states is known to be nearly dry: “the dust bowl returns” with no end in sight.
You lose “a billion bushels, and more”.   Trillions of gallons of water have been pumped into gas
fields/ oil fields/ coal mining/  used in chemicals/ made toxic by chemicals/  contaminated from
radiation or garbage/ removed from saturation into the aquifer by tiling; and a whole lot more.

  Go find out: what are you going to drink.  Test your wells, particularly where ethanol is
made:   when will it go dry?  The aquifer collapse.  Understand this is no game/ it makes
war.   The reality of opening pressures beneath an aquifer:   sure as hell ain’t worth no damn job. 
It takes only one earthquake (or other possibilities), to change what is contained gas, from under a
water source:  to become a released gas:   we cannot drink it!   Just like the Japanese: “our
generators are great/ nothing bad can happen”; you are now very vulnerable.   As tsunami’s
prove.  But then the people who say it, do commonly leave/ or take the money and run away,
when things go bad.  No water means no life.

4. There are experiments in nano technology, small enough particles to invade cellular structure
and clog immunology, function, foundations of life and life processes as well as other cellular
activities Self replicating means: potentially complete overtaking of the biological system/ even
every biological creature or plant on earth.  Can’t get rid of it/ can’t stop it: pandemic IS a true
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possibility.   Your media presents only propaganda, “it will be great”.

5. The advances to artificial intelligence are an easily detectable threat. It will be horrible because
it can be horrible/ not because it has to be?  Machines to kill you, controlled by a tiny few: is the
essence of insanity itself: we are trapped, they just won’t die.   Your media presents only
propaganda, “it will be great”. With GPS, we will find you “anywhere”/ preparations are
already underway.  But not to worry, “you have guns”/ isn’t that so?  So when the leaders order:
go get their guns: “its your job” (call for backup)/ and the people refuse, we won’t let you take
everything away (call for backup); the ensuing massacre heard around the world.  Is a bloodshed
event, that will be HORRIFIC, after all, you got guns.  The reality in advance:    With bribes
being paid by counterfeit money:   the result of which is, that all the property in this nation is
being sold to a tiny few, including foreign nations.  “Like Palestine” YOU TOO, are about to
wake up without a nation to live in.  “Its all gone”.  Your media says nothing. And your
counterfeit money taken in  place of titles and property, will dissolve into nothing, “overnight”. 
None will save you, “its their law”;   so guns are all that is left.  

 Can’t happen here, it already has.  Search REIT’s and find out who owns your nation/
find out who owns the property, and how they bought it with counterfeit inflated dollars, that you
have nothing to do with.  They don’t share the numbers, “do they”?  Hell no.  But last year the
federal government borrowed 1.5 trillion dollars or so/ that equals $15,000.00 per one in three
citizens of new debt.  Your media says nothing. That does not include the inflation directly
responsible for controlling the GDP numbers, from manufacturing and all forms of actual
business.  By changing  roughly 5 trillion dollars of actual work and products.  Into 14 trillion
dollars, “courtesy of wall street, and your big bankers”.  If it didn’t come from business/ THEN
it is “imaginary money, and a promise to pay/ what cannot be paid”.   Because one trillion
dollars is equal to $10,000.00 per each and every one of 100 million people.  That is the math. 
This is your debt.  Federal reserve table L.5.  But it does not include $70 trillion or so in social
security, nor state debts; and without doubt bonds hidden; etc.  If you look at the table, you will
find gold:   divide the gold by the price per ounce today/ and it is NOT   “Fort Knox full”.  Just a
semi load, or so, for the entire nation.  “Reagan” sold it all/ and the media didn’t say a word. 
Clinton hid social security debt, by separating it from the federal tables, saying “it’s the people’s
debt to themselves/ not the governments responsibility”.  BUT THEY KEPT THE MONEY,
and didn’t fund anything, claiming in that lie:    “We balanced the budget, and owe nothing”. 
And your media said nothing.  The people then all said:   “Oh boy, MORE bribes”, don’t look
no farther: LET GREED CONTROL.   STILL think it can’t happen here?  Dumbass.

6. The introduction of mutilations such as Bt corn (kill any insect that bites, sicken many insects
in contact with the pollen/ and the pesticides based upon that same chemical reaction/ or other
types of killing.  DOES sicken the entire living world that lives on insects, or lives on the results
of insects. Killing the insect world, IS transforming the rest, destroying “the bottom, as we
know it” of the food chain on up.  IT IS destroying a vital link in the chain of life on earth. 
Cities and yards the same.

 The determined end of habitat for all but what men want, IS the extinction of species, by
removal of diversity/ poisoning everything in sight, water, and everything else. Devastating
OUR POLLINATORS, the creatures who ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR; an entire base food
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source to this world. The entire system of pollination, from all its creatures, to all its seeds
(sterilized or mutated), to all its life is being decimated.  We are about to enter and  live within
and forever changed as, "a true silent spring". Where fruits and vegetables no longer exist/ where
much of life itself is now extinct.  You cannot take the food, the homes, sicken, alter or injure 
reproduction, breaking apart the chains of life and more:   without extinction.  As is so evident
today, and will accelerate.  The only thing left: swarms of insects dedicated to the plants men do
want: MORE poison.

7. Fail to feed fish populations that you have so badly decimated, and they cannot return/
therefore you starve; and WAR.  Global warming exists as is proven by the loss of ice cover in
the ocean in 2011-12 in a size more than the United States of America.  Much of the initiating 
ocean food chain begins on the bottom of those ice flows.  Therefore not only is the ice gone/
but so is the food/ and so is the relief from human trawlers (can’t get me here) dedicated to
“taking them all”.  Just so you know;    the only thing we have to spare to feed the ocean is: dead
human bodies.  The ocean feeds over a billion people/ you already have a billion hungry/ and
another billion coming before 2020.

8. "It's a choice"/ or more clearly its your choice: to fight for this world or just surrender as
cowards! Think for yourself.  The media and its constant propaganda “the university knows”;  
regardless of how little you are told about anything important or real.   Is subjected to the term:  
brainwashing from the cult of their religion “university cannot be wrong”: we are believers.  The
tragedy of belief is:   you can believe anything you want/ it is absolutely irrelevant.  But only
truth determines if it is real.  Truth is NOT a game or a theory, or a delusion by its fantasy.  Truth
is not “this makes me money: so shut the hell up”.  Truth is reality proven, by consistency; or
proven by the fundamental:   even without true knowledge established by life itself/ I believe love
can do this.  Love is a truth.   The elemental threat is:   that you have been led, (you are told
what to think/ rather than understanding or investigating for yourselves)  and we do stand at the
edge of extermination from this planet.   Because your leaders “believe” in university knows. 
The evidence proves them entirely wrong, in terms of:     LIFE, and our DEMOCRACY in every
decision,  MUST COME FIRST!

9. Evolution is their excuse, it will fix anything they destroy/ so they say: “a pure fool’s dream
and fantasy”.   They do expect:  Something new will come out of your chaos, their intentional
destruction of life on earth, (we CAN MUTILATE LIFE, because evolution will fix it) "in a million
years or so". You want to wait a million years? They have proven nothing, but adaption:   the
sign of perfect design, and clear thought:  “I knew, this would be needed”.   Evolution is the
basis of genetic mutilation:   “We can do anything we want”/ without responsibility, TO LIFE! 
IT IS “A PURE (what could be worse; but do remember above) THREAT OF EXTINCTION”.

10. Of the various things available for us to see the past/ one of the most clear is: that to have
created the vast amount of coal, oil, and gas underground/   major caches of organic debris had to
be accumulated.  Then some buried thousands of feet down.  The ONLY KNOWN mechanism
to do this is:  There had to be a world wide flood/ nothing else could bury this amount of debris,
all buried at one time, in the same places, on top of each other;   so as to produce these
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quantities.  Of relatively pure life decayed, into coal, oil, and gas. The same religion that
establishes this flood declares, "the next time" by fire. So enters;   fire as on the sun!  A religious
prophecy or not:   we do stare at “it is coming true”!  “Lake of fire, and so on”.

11. THERE IS NO WORK/ NO LIFE, WITHOUT RESOURCES. How long before you have
nothing left? How long, before a critical part, a critical material or element, disappears forever?
The future assassinated, along with every child!  The business media brags:   “in the last ten
years” we have produced and sold,  more than the entire history of humanity put together. 
How long, before it is all gone, with 7,000,000,000 people demanding, wanting, and needing
every single day “for a hundred years or whatever it is they live before they die”?   How many
does a desert keep alive?  Your life too.
 
12. More simply, when the ice melts, you cannot "make cold" anymore.  The heat required to
melt this amount of ice:   will NOT have anything to stop it soon.  As simple as “your glass of
water cannot be cooled without ice”.  This world will increase in temperature by ten degrees a
year;   soon!  Because it is a “multiplying cycle”/ the more it accelerates, the more it
accelerates.  Great amounts of ice have melted, some say enough for a 20 inch rise in sea level
around this earth. THAT IS, ALL THE PROOF REQUIRED: TO PROVE GLOBAL WARMING
IS REAL! That means you have moved "this much weight" from its location on one tectonic
plate/ to another tectonic plate shifting the balance and disrupting the stability of these earth
structures.  You do this with mining too.  Creating tsunami’s, earthquakes to come, etc.  The
major impact on global warming is not only burning fossil fuels/ but air conditioning:   heat to
generate electricity/ more heat to remove the heat.  Blaming greenhouse gases is just an excuse to
remove responsibility:   “It’s the planets fault”.  Dumbass.

13. The current situation in USA with weather: is likely to remain abnormally hot and dry: on
average/ because ground temperature can prove there is no great deviation from hot to cold across
the nation. That temperature difference creates the weather and its rain.  Just because it is hot
or cold in your area of the world, has nothing to do with the reality of an entire world.  Our
weather will change, is changing, entirely because of human impacts.   We are   “Tearing our only 
house down”.  Shifting weather patterns/ changing food production or water resources:  causes
massive “human movement”.  The world is full/ which means war will come.

14. We cannot be wrong about energy experiments. We cannot be wrong about genetic
crucifixion of life, or mutilation. We cannot be wrong about weapons of mass destruction. We
cannot be wrong about food or water or anything that will make us extinct.  We cannot be
wrong about oxygen.   We cannot destroy the ocean life, WITHOUT true consequences to
humanity.   We cannot be wrong:  Because if you are/ the planet dies, and you with it. EVERY
SINGLE ONE. 

15. Because men want NO DIVERSITY/ they want only what they want, it is the search for
money:   that ends the diversity of life.   That process, establishes unintended consequences, and
describes environmental change. The chains of life are real, break a chain and everything
dependent upon it fails to survive.  It is the cost of chemical pesticides/ herbicides, fertilizers, 
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pharmaceuticals, and more; interrupting life.   Creating Dead zones.  Dead or damaged rivers. 
Dead eco-systems.  Entire chains of living organisms dead.  Pollution without recourse. 
Radiation as well/ already more than you know, or can imagine.  Failure at every level.

16. We cannot ignore Yellowstone super volcano/ if it erupts; life on earth will die by the
billions (just in the human population); a reality of consequences. Thought must prevail. We can
intervene by drilling to relieve the gases that cause an explosion to occur.  Without the gas, it
can only be as is an Hawaiian volcano; no explosion.    There are Possibilities that can be changed
to intervene;  for tsunami’s both man-made and natural.

17. THE OCEAN FEEDS OVER ONE BILLION PEOPLE (you already have one billion people
hungry).  Factory trawlers that “take them all”: are Ending the food supply for every other kind
of fish dependent upon that food supply too: such as tuna and others. Killing entire " sea
nations at a time".  It is devastation on a massive scale/  nothing left for predator fish.  The tiny
few left are defenseless.   No balance: it's a man's way.. Nothing but want, and greed. "Make me
rich"!  Don’t come back, until the ship is full!    The list is very long, regarding human tragedies
created upon the sea and its life; 

 I will let those more educated by studies of fundamental science: NOT theory;  inform you,
with regard to critical decisions.   As is consistent with all descriptions here.

18.  Ships Are now invading even the last refuges for the very last stocks of many types of
fish:   because the ice is gone or leaving, in the Arctic, and Antarctic ..   That is extremely
bad;  the next generation lives here!   People,  Are genetically mutilating creatures of the sea. A
complete we don't care attitude, a "we are gods" arrogance. What is the result: IF NOT a DEAD
OCEAN?  You are polluting/ stealing from base food sources/ poisoning/ attacking with noise,
such that it makes creatures deaf, effectively killing them/ interrupting ocean currents with global
warming/ killing the incubators of ocean life/ killing the creatures that make oxygen/ extreme
garbage dumps / invading sea life with diseases caused by entrapment: and much more.  None of
which is sustainable, all of it a man-made disaster.

19. While human engineered crops are currently producing more: in exchange you have opened
the door to an epidemic/ a catastrophe: that can kill the entire plant/ leaving you with no
option but to abandon the entire species once this has taken over.  Life is not “simply numbers to
be rearranged”. 

  Life is, the very critical reality of “lower species” that must get along in the same
place (same body) and do well, and NOT contaminate or invade the other species (and their
needs)   that form together to create a more complex living structure.  

 IF ANYTHING goes wrong in that living environment;  the entire plant or life dies.  If
anything escapes and contaminates the rest of the species by any one of a variety of methods: the
entire species will die.   YOU HAVE NO CLUE/ “university doesn’t know/ can’t know/ won’t
know, until it is far too late.  And they race outdoors, with every mutilation:  specifically to
endanger everything they can, “to prove evolution, by changing life;   themselves:” 
CATASTROPHE IS COMING!  A religious cult gone mad: or evolutionary priests
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demanding,   “we have NOTHING/ so, we will make it happen”! 
  Is it not said:   that asbestos poisoning takes 30 years to erupt into trouble/ until then,

“everything is fine”! Think about it.
The vast majority of plant seeds are now sterile; and the base “natural” plants from

which all “engineered seed originates” is nearly extinct (very little new seed production per plant)
:   too much interference.  Consider that a warning.  All life, “needs a reason to survive
(happy)”/ slavery, and prison;  isn’t it.  Or it accepts suicide.

20.  The extinction of multiple species in all categories of life is consistent with:   “You
changed everything/ WE CANNOT survive”.   Reminding you again:  You are killing all
pollinators at once/ with poisons clearly introduced that weaken their defenses and make them
vulnerable to everything.  You are affecting every species dependent upon insects and pollination;
including you.   Your chemicals have invaded every landscape and environment.

   JUST BECAUSE YOU WANT THEM, does not make any chemical safe for life, or the
pollination/ reproduction of a species.   These are dependent upon “cleanliness”.  As all are forms
of living within specific boundaries/ and if not consequences occur.  There will be trouble.

21. You have built death and starvation searching for easy money/ we will control it all. You
have built "superbug's/ or extremely powerful diseases with antibiotics:    that can invade us
as well". You will starve. YOUR surgery and healthcare are very dependent upon antibiotics: and
that means, you die too.  Most antibiotics are completely worthless today, ABUSED.  All are
going in that direction: ending close confinement livestock farms, your easy healthcare, and your
chance to survive.  Because the factory farm is not going to quit on its own, until disease takes it
away: TOO LATE.  Healthcare will simply rise dramatically in cost; as will death.
 
22. With one billion people already hungry/ 2 million more added EACH, and every week; as
the human population grow; they need more. A population that is over 7 billion + people: A
POPULATION THAT WILL BE 8 BILLION before 2020.  9 billion, by 2028.  A sea so badly
damaged today;   it is about to die/ leaving another one billion hungry with no place to turn, and
NO water to drink.  How is that not war or cannibalism.    3 billion  hungry people in less than 7
years: COMING!  With no food or water to give them.  HOW are you going to survive?  What
will war use, if not weapons of mass destruction:   “Just too many, kill a billion people/
STILL 6,000,000,000 to go”/ and growing.  And that does not include disease, or the release of
biological weapons.  It will be chaos: hell on earth.

23. Because men don't want to pay the price for life: WHICH IS, from this point forward:
ONLY LIFE FIRST MUST LEAD. BY ITS OWN TRUTH/ no more money first, no more
want first, no more insanity. ONLY LIFE FIRST, forever.           That is your choice.  Or the
world itself will die/ taking you with it.   The consequence of that is:   we must find “different
leaders”; or the ending of us all,  is plain and simple.

24. With a world filled with nuclear bombs, only twenty five detonations of which are said to be
enough to end life on earth:    Time is limited, you will be dead.   World courts, governing
leaders with law and world policing:    to enforce OUR LAWS/ we the people.    Supported by 
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all nations, as policing power: IS THE ONLY solution.  Which means we must have one single
overriding language; so we can all talk and understand: the deaf know best!  What is important.

25. With many nations holding biological weapons, whose stated efficiency is OVER 97%
DEATH RATE in humans if released: WORLDWIDE.  Your leaders believe they will escape:
prepared/ too bad for you.  With university experimentation that is already biological warfare
released:   you have no chance to survive unless you control them, and take away their tools. 
 Make all, just as vulnerable as everyone else.   The consequence is:   Killing anyone who refuses
to obey:   NO MORE OF THIS.

26. PURPOSELY trying to cross humanity with any other form of life, in a direct crucifixion of
the genetic stability of nature itself.   THE INTENTIONAL HORROR, injected into living
creatures of life on this earth: as is mutilation/    consists of such things as “if it were you, finding
worms in your chest, eating you alive; limbs simply falling off; “order died/ balance ended/
disciplines destroyed:  and so on”.  This is.... Crucified/ in any life form.... the intentional
killing by torturous means!  The Media cults,  propagating "how great this will be;   we are
gods"/  praise the university, all bow down and give up your money, and your life. 

Functionally:   It is Armageddon (nature in chaos).  Coming true.

27. How is an angry world, a world stolen from, and berated as less than "us/ the extra
special smart people" going to stop itself from war.  A humanity reduced to slavery by the
extreme prejudice of “university over life”, in all ways and with all money, opportunity, and soon
to be property.   Men reduced to slavery;   choose war as their answer, how is not the GUNS
SOLD a clear indication of your future?   You threaten yourselves, or more correctly your
“university gods” have proven to be devils in disguise: taking far more than life can provide/ and
sharing nothing.  Removing life must come first for this planet!  That is a threat.

28. 7 billion people growing at 2 million more each week!   A world of people, that  ARE: 
Standing on one acre of "growing land" each.   This world is limited, that acre of growing land
“farmable” must also produce enough for every other creature alive on land as well as you.  Crop
land that can grow nothing, which means it is not even an acre now.  The children will grow, and
need, want, and demand MORE.

29. Want a better world, create world law; to govern leaders/  & dedicated world police, to
intervene where life and law demand we must.   Those, who will not attack nations, BUT WILL
bring their leaders to justice by trial, or if necessary other means of enforcement and denial of
superiority, including death for leaders, if necessary. The law, Will enforce our need to control
those who intend to control us.

30. The separation and protection of women from men in terms of making a nation different: we
are equals.   IS A TRUE incentive to men, to make the other men change. To change themselves: 
So that the women will return.  Which means simply:   any nation that fails to treat women
fairly, MUST BE DIVIDED into “women here/ men there”.  Until JUSTICE AND FAIR PLAY,
THROUGH EQUALITY FOR ALL is served;   for women/ and for all.   You will protect the
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women;   as a world.   For enough time to establish whether the men will change.  IF NOT,  those
women who refuse to return, shall be allowed asylum in another country.  Let the men fight, give
them weapons/ but make them change: where it is necessary.  The women MUST make their legal 
demands clear!

31. Want to use all the resources of earth today: HELL yes/ no worry, we will just go get more!
After all, how much stuff can 7,000,000,000+  people take, every day/ every year for their
entire lives: answer the question!

32. Armageddon means: "Nature in chaos". Geneticists are actually working as hard as they can,
for the last fifty plus years/ DELIBERATELY trying to cause genetic stability, disciplines,
and balance to be destroyed. They believe once they see it fail/ then they will know what to do,
to "be gods themselves". I say: instead of gods/ they will be "satan";   the destroyers of this
world.  WE CANNOT FIX,   “WHAT THEY ARE DESTROYING”!  That means it is a life or
death question for this entire world.   Are you going to stop them entirely/ NO exceptions.  Did
they fix A.I.D.S.?  No, they just made it possible to infect more!

 33.  Just your garbage dumps/ failure to recycle properly;   prove the reality of leadership.  “Lets
throw it all away”.

34.  You have numerous nuclear power plants, that all have a distinct life expectancy: because
corrosion WILL eat away at the pressure vessels.  They won’t tell you, “just before the
explosions occur”: there are always excuses.  They don’t tell you when toxic waste sites are full. 
They don’t tell you anything/ and the media joins them, because the money controls.  The people
with money will leave; just too bad for you!  You must participate in understanding and
reviewing the evidence/ and you must pay the price for intervention; whether you like it or not.

35.  You have an extreme threat under one of the great lakes, that has been defined; and will not
be again, because of terrorists.  Solutions are at least in part; somewhat available.

36.  Of all the failed schemes and declarations, “we are the superior ones”/ that have clearly
brought us to the cliff edge of extinction for an entire world:   little has been more destructive
than, “let one, or a tiny few” speak for all.  This has become,  the “land of the expert, and the
media” ( a monopoly,    18   N.W.  2d 905, 908.  as have others invaded our nation, to rule)/  we
have all failed ourselves; because they chose.   INSTEAD OF TRUE DEMOCRACY         
WHICH IS:   LET ALL, “speak for one”!

McCulloch v.  Maryland (1819) still rings true:   “Let the end be legitimate, let it be
within the scope of the constitution, and all means which are appropriate, which are plainly
adapted to that end, which are not prohibited, but consist with the letter and spirit of the
constitution are constitutional.”

Munn v.  IL 1877    “The public has a direct and positive interest.....clothed with a public
interest”..

Roe v.  Wade   1973    “....interests grow and reach a compelling point, at different
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stages”...     
We do stand at the edge of potential extinction; because of the decisions made/ the

realities of machines built, mutilations caused, failures that can exterminate our lives; and the
encroachment of religious beliefs such as “University knows”/   58   A   2d   31, 33.  which are so
insane, that they choose to gamble with all life on earth.  In a one time experiment, “live or die”
for this entire world.   79 S.W.  2d 292,   296.    In endless experiments which crucify living
existence,   38   So   873, 874.   with the express intent to substantiate their own religious beliefs
such as evolution;     79   S.W.   2d   1012, 1016.   clear fantasy/ as proven by life itself.   5 So 2d 
41, 45.   Adaption merely the evidence of perfect design.  NO CHAOS builds anything/ thought
alone builds;   and that is proven without doubt our reality.   Their failure is willful disregard of
the facts   88 A.  985, 896.  For the purposes of their religion/ NOT legal.

These things are not only critically important to our democracy/ they are of extreme
importance to this entire world.  These things are not only clothed with the public interest.  The
consequence of this religious insanity is an abortion of our very lives from this earth.  

It is religion: 29 S.E.  2d 508, 513.    Because even the biggest fool in the world, or the
smallest child   KNOWS NOT;   to gamble with an entire planet or all its life.   To be THAT
INSANE, requires “religious belief”.    219   S.W.   2d   282, 285.  Nothing matters, no evidence,
no value, no life or world;    Except as my book, or my priest, or my cult defines it to be so.   That
is NOT LEGAL;   when using public funds/ endangering public life or planet or nature:   IT IS
TERRORISM.   25   N.W.   2d   225,   228.  The deliberate destruction of life;   just because you
can;   Same as all the rest.

The demand for redress of grievances is LEGALLY CONSTRUCTED.  The right of
democracy is formed.    170   S.W.   885, 888.   The command that LIFE MUST COME FIRST
IN ALL DECISIONS,    344   P   2d 16, 21.   particularly for nature, environment, planet,
ecosystems;   120   S.W.   2d   779, 781   and all that we require to survive as humanity and nation
or state has been established.  121   N.E.   621,   627.  

UNDER THESE WRONGFUL ACTS   73 N.J.L.   729,   744;    This court is demanded
to establish democratic authority, and a full and fair investigation before the public at large;
keeping them abreast of all information received.  Thereby calling for witnesses, particularly
where threats are found;   and providing lawyers for the people themselves;   so that TRUE
JUSTICE IS FOUND.    Establishing this case as    WE THE PEOPLE,   fighting for our
democracy as it is our duty to do/ and our world to protect.  Thereby my own life or death has no
consequence to the termination of trial.  YOU OWE,    “WE THE PEOPLE”,   this case.   IT IS
YOUR DUTY, BY LAW!  438   P 2d   477,   482.

I DO, remind you as this is a state case:   it is appealable in federal court.  Your actions/
your decisions:   will come under review.

PROOF OF SERVICE
I, James F. Osterbur:   do hereby declare, that a true and correct copy of this first filing has

been mailed to the following parties at the addresses so listed:.   Placing the parcel,  in the US
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postal service/ as prepaid mail on the date of 5/ 6 / 13

IN THE ILLINOIS STATE SUPREME COURT
Supreme court building   200 E. Capital Springfield IL 62701

 Linebarger, Goggan Blair & Sampson   box 06140   Chicago IL 60606-0140

IL IRS;    Box 19006   Springfield IL 62794-9006 

 Lisa Madigan      IL attorney general office  500 S. Second st.  Springfield IL 62706

 Governor Patrick Quinn    State Capitol  207 Statehouse      Springfield, Illinois 62706
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